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R.E. Ham

 

Microwave and RF measurements can be classified in two distinct but often overlapping categories: signal
measurements and network measurements. Signal measurements include observation and determination
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of the characteristics of waves and waveforms. These parameters can be obtained in the time, frequency,
or modulation domain. Network measurement determines the terminal and signal transfer characteristics
of devices and systems with any number of ports.

 

Signal Measurements

 

Signal measurements are taken in any one or more of three measurement planes as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The most common measurement at low frequencies is in the time domain where the amplitude of a
signal waveform is observed with respect to time. The instrument used for this is an oscilloscope. By
continuing to observe the amplitude of the signal over a small frequency range, the spectral components
of the signal are obtained. This measurement is normally made with a spectrum analyzer. Determining
the instantaneous frequency of a signal versus time is a modulation domain measurement.

 

Time Domain

 

Observation of RF and microwave signals with an analog oscilloscope is limited by the speed of response
of the instrument circuits and of the display. Building such an instrument for operation beyond a few
hundred megahertz is very difficult and expensive. For observing very high-speed waveforms signal
sampling techniques are incorporated.

A sampling oscilloscope measures the value of a waveform at a particular time and digitally stores the
sample data for display. If the sampling can be performed fast enough, the entire waveform shape can
be recreated from the sample data. This is done at relatively low frequencies; however, as the frequency
increases it is not possible to capture enough points during one waveform occurrence. By delaying
subsequent samples to be taken a very short time later during the occurrence of another cycle of the
waveform, the recurring waveform shape can ultimately be reconstructed from the stored digital data.

Note the qualification that the waveform shape that can be measured by the high-speed sampling
technique must be recurring. This makes capturing a onetime occurrence very difficult and, even if points
in a gigahertz waveform can be captured, this does not mean that one cycle of the waveform can be captured.

 

Frequency Domain

 

The number of measurements that must be made on a signal over a specified period of time is a function
of the stability and modulation placed on the signal. The exact measurement of the frequency of a stable
and spectrally pure signal is performed with a frequency counter and measurements are normally made
a few times per second. Direct counting circuits are available well into the lower microwave frequency
range. At high microwave frequencies counters use conversion oscillators and mixers to heterodyne the
signal down in frequency to where it can be directly counted. Microprocessor controllers and knowledge
of the exact frequency of the conversion oscillators enables an exact signal frequency to be calculated.

 

FIGURE 4.1

 

Signals are characterized by three different types of measurements.
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A spectrum analyzer [1] is used to make frequency domain measurements of complex signals and
signals with characteristics that vary with time. This is basically a swept frequency filter with a detector
to determine the signal amplitude within the bandwidth of the filter and some means of displaying or
storing the measured information. To increase the selectivity and dynamic range of such a basic instru-
ment, heterodyne conversions are used. Figure 4.2 is the block diagram of a typical microwave spectrum
analyzer.

The first intermediate frequency is chosen to permit a front-end filter to eliminate the image from the
first mixer. In this case, 300 MHz is chosen because the tunable filter, usually a YIG device, will have
considerable attenuation at the image frequency 600 MHz away from the desired signal. The second
intermediate frequency is chosen because reasonably selective filters can be constructed to enable resolving
signal components that are close to each other. Additionally, detector and signal processing components,
such as digital signal processors, can be readily constructed at the lower frequency.

Because the normal frequency range required from a microwave spectrum analyzer is many octaves
wide, multiple first conversion oscillators are required; however, this is an extremely expensive approach.
Spectrum analyzers use a harmonic mixer for the first conversion and the first filter is tuned to eliminate
the products that would be received due to the undesired harmonics of the conversion oscillator. Note
the list of harmonic numbers (

 

n

 

) and the resulting tuned frequency of the example analyzer. As the
harmonic number increases the sensitivity of the analyzer decreases because the harmonic mixer efficiency
decreases with increasing 

 

n

 

.
The most important spectrum analyzer specifications are:

1. Frequency tuning range — to include all of the frequency components of the signal to be measured.
2. Frequency accuracy and stability — to be more stable and accurate than the signal to be measured.
3. Sweep width — the band of frequencies over which the unit can sweep without readjustment.
4. Resolution bandwidth — narrow enough to resolve different spectral components of the signal.
5. Sensitivity and/or noise figure — to observe very small signals or small parts of large signals.
6. Sweep rate — maximum sweep rate is established by the settling time of the filter that sets the

resolution bandwidth.
7. Dynamic range — the difference between the largest and smallest signal the analyzer can measure

without readjustment.
8. Phase noise — a signal with spectral purity greater than that of the analyzer conversion oscillators

cannot be characterized.

 

FIGURE 4.2

 

Simplified block diagram of a microwave spectrum analyzer.
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Spectrum analyzers using other than swept frequency techniques can be made. For example, high
speed sampling methods used with digital signal processors (DSP) calculating the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) are readily implemented; however, the speed of operation of the logic circuits limits the upper
frequency of operation. This is a common method of intermediate frequency demodulation and the
useable frequency will move upward with semiconductor development.

 

Modulation Domain

 

Modulation domain measurements [2] yield the instantaneous frequency of a signal as a function of
time. Two examples of useful modulation domain data are the instantaneous frequency of a phase-locked
oscillator as the loop settles and the pulse repetition rate of a fire control radar as it goes from search
mode (low pulse repetition frequency or PRF) to lock and fire mode (high PRF).

A modulation domain analyzer establishes the exact time at which a desired event occurs and catalogs
the time. The event captured in a phase-locked oscillator is the zero crossing of the oscillator output
voltage. For a radar it is the leading edge of each pulse. From this information the event frequency is
calculated. Various other modulation domain analyzers can be made with instantaneous frequency
correlators and frequency discriminators.

 

Network Measurements

 

Low frequency circuit design and performance evaluation is based upon the measurement of voltages
and currents. Knowing the impedance level at a point in a circuit to be the ratio of voltage to current, a
voltage or current measurement can be used to calculate power. By measuring voltage and current as a
complex quantity, yielding complex impedances, this method of circuit characterization can be used at
relatively high frequencies even with the limitations of nontrivial values of circuit capacitive and inductive
parasitics. When the parasitics can no longer be treated as lumped elements, distributed circuit concepts
must be used.

A simple transmission line such as the coaxial line in Fig. 4.3a can, if physically very small in all
dimensions with respect to a wavelength, be modeled as a lumped element circuit as shown in Fig. 4.3b;
however, as the size of the line increases relative to the wavelength, it becomes necessary to use an
extremely complex lumped element model or to use the transmission line equations for the distributed
line. The concept of a transmission line accounts for the transformation of impedances between circuit
points and for the time delay between points that must be considered when the circuit size approaches

 

FIGURE 4.3

 

Examples of transmission lines: (a) coaxial; (b) lumped element.
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a significant fraction of a wavelength of the frequency being measured; hence, RF and microwave
measurements are primarily based upon transmission line concepts and measurements.

The basic quantities measured in high frequency circuits are power, impedance, port-to-port transfer
functions of n-port devices, frequency, and noise [3, 4].

 

Power

 

Microwave power cannot be readily detected with equipment used at lower frequencies such as voltmeters
and oscilloscopes [5]. The RF and microwave utility of these instruments are limited by circuit parasitics
and the resultant limited frequency response. Central to all microwave measurements is the determination
of the microwave power available at ports in the measurement circuit. To facilitate measurements, a
characteristic impedance or reference resistance is assumed. The instruments used to measure microwave
and RF power typically have a 50-ohm input and output impedance at the frequency being measured.

Diode detectors sense the amplitude of a signal. By establishing the input impedance of a diode detector,
the power of a signal at a test port can be measured. The diode detector shown in Fig. 4.4 allows current
to pass through the diode when the diode is forward biased and prevents current from flowing when the
diode is reverse biased. The average of the current flow when forward biased results in a DC output from
the lowpass RC filter that is proportional to the amplitude of the input voltage. Note that as the diode
junction area must be small to minimize the parasitic junction capacitance that would short the signal

 

FIGURE 4.4

 

Diode detector: (a) diode detector waveforms; (b) diode detector circuit.
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across the diode, the load resistor must be a relatively large value to minimize the diode current; therefore,
the impedance seen looking into the diode detector is established primarily by the resistor placed across
the detector input. If the input voltage is less than that where the diode current becomes linearly
proportional to the input voltage, the diode is in a predominantly square law region and the voltage out
of the detector is proportional to the input power in decibels. This square law range typically extends
over a 50-dB range from –60 dBm to –10 dBm in a 50-ohm system. Diodes are used in the linear range
up to about 10 dBm. The one significant disadvantage of the diode detector is the temperature sensitivity
of the diode. The diode detector response can be very fast, but it cannot easily be used for accurate power
measurement.

The most accurate RF and microwave power measuring devices are thermally dependent detectors.
These detectors absorb the power and by either measuring the change in the detector temperature or the
change in the resistance of the detecting device with a change in temperature, the power absorbed by
the detector can be accurately determined.

The primary thermally dependent detectors are the bolometer and the thermistor. They are placed
across the transmission media as a matched impedance termination. A bridge as shown in Fig. 4.5(a)
can be used to detect a change in the resistance of the bolometer. To increase the detector sensitivity, two
units can be placed in parallel for the RF/microwave signal and in series for the change in DC resistance
as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). Unfortunately, this circuit can also be used as a thermometer; therefore, an

 

FIGURE 4.5

 

Thermally dependent detector circuits: (a) bolometer in a bridge circuit; (b) temperature compensated
bolometer head; (c) self-balancing bridge circuit.
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identical pair of bolometer detectors are normally placed in close thermal proximity but only one of the
detectors is used to detect signal power. The other detector is used to detect environmental temperature
changes so that the difference in temperature change is due to the signal power absorbed in the upper
detector.

To maintain a constant impedance looking into the bolometer elements, a bias current is passed
through the elements to increase their temperature above operational ambient. The resistance of the
detectors is compared to a fixed resistance in a bridge. The bridge error is used to adjust the bias current
in the bolometers. The bias energy that must be removed from the detector to maintain a constant
resistance is equal to the amount of signal energy absorbed by the detector; therefore, the meter can be
calibrated in power by knowing the amount of bias power applied to the detector. Figure 4.5(c) is a
simplified example of a self-balancing bridge circuit.

 

Impedance

 

Consider a very simple transmission line, two parallel pieces of wire spaced a uniform distance and in
free space, as shown in Fig. 4.6. A DC voltage with a source resistance 

 

R

 

g

 

 and series switch is connected
to terminal 1 and a resistor 

 

R

 

L

 

 is placed across terminal two.
First, let the length of the wires be zero. Close the switch. If the load resistor 

 

R

 

L

 

 is equal to the source
resistance 

 

R

 

g

 

, the condition necessary for maximum power transfer from a source to a load, then the
voltage across the load 

 

R

 

L

 

 is 

 

e

 

g

 

/2. This is the voltage that will be measured from a signal generator when
the output is terminated in its characteristic impedance, commonly called 

 

R

 

o

 

. The signal power from the
signal generator, and also the maximum available power from the generator, is then 

 

e

 

g

 

2

 

/

 

R

 

g

 

. If 

 

R

 

L

 

 is a short
circuit the output voltage is zero. If 

 

R

 

L

 

 is an open circuit the output voltage is 2 times 

 

e

 

g

 

/2 or 

 

e

 

g

 

.
Now let the line have a length, 

 

L

 

. When the switch is closed, a traveling wave of voltage moves toward
the load resistor at the speed of light, 

 

c

 

. At time 

 

t

 

, the wave has moved down the line a distance 

 

ct

 

. A
wave of current travels with the wave of voltage. If the characteristic impedance of this parallel trans-
mission line is 

 

Z

 

o

 

 and the load resistance is equal to 

 

Z

 

o

 

, then the current traveling with the voltage wave
has a value at any point along the line of the value of the voltage at that point divided by 

 

Z

 

o

 

. For this
special case, when the wave reaches the load resistor, all of the energy in the wave is dissipated in the
resistor; however, if the resistor is not equal to 

 

Z

 

o

 

 there is energy in the wave that must go someplace as
it is not dissipated in the load resistor.

 

FIGURE 4.6

 

Switched DC line voltage at time > length/velocity for various impedances at the end of the line.
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This mismatch between the characteristic impedance of the line and the terminating load resistor
results in a reflected wave that travels back toward the voltage source. If the load resistor is a short circuit,
the voltage at the end of the line must equal zero at all times. The only way for this to occur is for the
reflected voltage at the end of the wire to be equal to –1 times the incident voltage at that same point.
If the load is an open circuit the reflected voltage will be exactly equal to the incident voltage; hence the
sum of the incident and reflected voltages will be twice the value of the incident voltage at the end of
the line. Note the similarity of these three cases to those of the zero length line.

Now replace the DC voltage source and switch with a sinusoidal voltage source as in Fig. 4.7. The
voltages shown are the RMS values of the vector sum of the incident and reflected waves. As the source
voltage varies, the instantaneous value of the sinusoidal voltage between the wires travels down the wires.
The ratio of the traveling voltage wave to the traveling current wave is the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line. If the terminating impedance is equal to the line characteristic impedance, there
is no wave reflected back toward the generator; however, if the termination resistance is any value other
than 

 

Z

 

o

 

 there is a reflected wave. If 

 

R

 

L

 

 is a real impedance and greater than 

 

Z

 

o

 

, the reflected wave is 180°
out of phase with the incident wave. If 

 

R

 

L

 

 is a real impedance and is less than 

 

Z

 

o

 

, the reflected wave is
in phase with the incident wave. The amount of variation of 

 

R

 

L

 

 from 

 

Z

 

o

 

 determines the magnitude of
the reflected wave. If the termination is complex, the phase of the reflected wave is neither zero nor 180°.

Assuming the generator impedance 

 

R

 

s

 

 is equal to the line characteristic impedance, so that a reflected wave
incident on the generator does not cause another reflected wave, sampling the voltage at any point along the
transmission line will yield the vector sum of the incident and reflected waves. With a matched impedance
(

 

R

 

L

 

 = 

 

Z

 

o

 

) termination the magnitude of the AC voltage along the line is a constant. With a short circuit
termination, the voltage magnitude at the load will be zero and, moving back toward the generator, the
voltage one-half wavelength from the end of the line will also be zero. With an open circuit there is a voltage
maxima at the end of the line and a minima on the line one-quarter wavelength back toward the generator.

The complex reflection coefficient 

 

Γ

 

 is the ratio of the reflected wave to the incident wave; hence it
has a magnitude 

 

ρ

 

 between 0 and 1 and an angle 

 

θ

 

 between +180° and –180°. The reflection coefficient
as a function of the measured impedance Z

 

L

 

 with respect to the measurement system characteristic
impedance Z

 

o

 

 is

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.7

 

Waveforms on the line for a sinusoidal source and various impedances at the end of the line.
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Slotted Line

 

Determination of the relative locations of the minima and maxima along the line, or similarly the
determination of the magnitude of waves traveling toward and away from the load resistor, is the basis
for the measurement of RF and microwave impedance and the most basic instrument used for making
this measurement is the slotted line. The slotted line is a transmission line with a slit in the side that
enables a probe to be inserted into the transmission mode electromagnetic field as shown in Fig. 4.8. A
diode detector placed within the sliding probe provides a DC voltage that is proportional to the magnitude
of the field in the slotted line. As the probe is moved along the line, the minimum and maximum field
positions and magnitudes can be determined. The ratio of the maximum field magnitude to the minimum
field magnitude is the standing wave ratio (SWR). SWR is normally stated as a scalar quantity and is

 

 

 

Before placing an unknown impedance at the measurement terminal of the slotted line, the line is
calibrated with a short circuit. This establishes a measurement plane at the short circuit. Any measurement
made after calibrating with this reference short is made at the plane of the short circuit. A phase reference
is located at the position on the slotted line of a minimum voltage measurement. The distance between
two minimum voltage measurement locations is one-half wavelength at the measurement frequency.

If the short circuit is replaced with an open circuit, the minimum voltage locations along the line are
shifted by one-quarter wavelength. The difference between the phase of a reflected wave of an open and
a short circuit is 180°; hence, the distance between two minimum measurements represents 360° of phase
shift in the reflected wave. Note that it is very difficult to use an open circuit for a reference at high
frequencies because fringing and radiated fields at the end of the transmission line result in phase and
amplitude errors in the reflected wave.

The impedance to be measured now replaces the calibrating short circuit. The new minimum voltage
location is found by moving the detector carriage along the slotted line. The distance the minimum
voltage measurement moves from the short circuit reference location is ratioed to 180° at a quarter of a
wavelength shift (For example, a minimum shift of one-eighth wavelength results from a reflection
coefficient phase shift of 90°). This is the phase difference between the forward and reflected waves on
the transmission line. Either way the minimum moves from the short circuit calibrated reference point
is a shift from 180° back toward 0°. If the shift is toward the load, then the actual phase of the reflection
coefficient is –180° plus the shift. If the shift is toward the generator from the reference point, the actual
phase of the reflection coefficient is 180° minus the shift.

The best method of visualizing complex impedances as a function of the complex reflection coefficient
is the Smith Chart [6, 7, 8]. A simplified Smith Chart is shown in Fig. 4.9. The distance from the center
of the chart to the outside of the circle is the reflection coefficient 

 

ρ

 

. The minimum value of 

 

ρ

 

 is 0 and
the maximum value is 1. If there is no reflection, the impedance is resistive and equal to the characteristic

 

FIGURE 4.8

 

A slotted line is used to measure the impedance of an unknown load.
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impedance of the transmission line or slotted line. If the reflected wave is equal to the incident wave, the
reflection coefficient is one and the impedance lies on the circumference of the circle. If the angle of the
reflection coefficient is zero or 180°, the impedance is real and lies along the central axis. Reflection
coefficients with negative angles have capacitive components in the impedance and those with positive
angles have inductive components.

Directional Coupler
Slotted lines must be on the order of a wavelength long. Additionally, they do not lend themselves to
computer-controlled or automatic measurements. Another device for measuring the forward and
reflected waves on a transmission line is the directional coupler [9]. Physically this is a pair of open
transmission lines that are placed close enough for the fields generated by a propagating wave in one
line to couple to the other line, hence inducing a proportional wave in the second line. The coupler is a
four-port device. Referencing Fig. 4.10, a wave propagating to the right in line one couples to line 2 and
propagates to the left. A wave propagating in line 1 to the left couples to line 2 and propagates to the
right; therefore, the outputs from ports 3 and 4 are proportional to the forward and reverse wave
propagating in line 1.

FIGURE 4.9 The Smith Chart is a plot of all nonnegative real impedances.

FIGURE 4.10 A directional coupler separates forward and reverse waves on a transmission line.
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The primary specifications for a coupler are its useful frequency range, the attenuation of the coupled
wave to the coupled ports (coupling), and the attenuation of a signal traveling in the opposite direction
to the desired signal at the desired signal’s coupled port (directivity). For example, a 10-dB coupler with
a 10-dBm signal propagating in the forward direction in line 1 will output a 10-dBm signal at port 3. If
the directivity of the coupler is 30 dB there will also be a –40-dBm signal resulting from the forward wave
at the reverse wave port, port 4. If the forward wave is properly terminated with the system impedance,
there will be no reverse wave on line 1; hence, there will not be an output at port 4 due to a reverse wave.

Note that power must be conserved through the coupler. Therefore, if in the example above, 1.54 dBm
is coupled from the forward signal in line 1 to port 3, there will be only a 90-dBm output from port 2.
This power must be taken into account in the measurement. The greater the attenuation to the coupled
ports, the less the correction will be. Normally 20- or 30-dB couplers are used so the correction is minimal
and, in many cases, small enough to be ignored.

By measuring the power from the forward and reverse coupled ports, the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient and the SWR can be calculated. Typically the most common indication of the quality of the
power match of a device being measured is the attenuation of the reflected wave. This is

 

As power is proportional to voltage squared, when the termination resistance is equal on all ports, the
return loss can also be expressed as a voltage ratio

 

Hence the return loss is the magnitude of the reflection coefficient ρ in decibels.

Resistive Bridge
The directional coupler is functionally equivalent to a bridge circuit, the primary difference being that
the only losses in the transmission line coupler are from parasitics and can be designed to be very small.
Referencing Fig. 4.11, the voltage drop across Rg when RL equals Rg is eg /2. For this case, the equivalent
reflected wave amplitude is zero. By summing circuit voltages it is found that

 

FIGURE 4.11 A resistive bridge can be used to measure the reverse wave on a transmission line.
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By placing a series circuit of two equal resistors across eg, node 1 has a voltage of eg /2. The voltage
between node 1 and node 2 is equal to the reflected wave. Note that this is the standard resistive bridge
circuit.

Network Analyzers

General RF and microwave network analyzers (NWA) measure scattering parameters (s-parameters).
These measurements use a source with a well-defined impedance equal to the system impedance and all
ports of the device under test (DUT) are terminated with the same impedance. The output port being
measured is terminated in the test channel of the network analyzer that has an input impedance equal
to the system characteristic impedance. Measurement of system parameters with all ports terminated
minimizes the problems caused by short-circuit, open-circuit, and test-circuit parasitics that cause con-
siderable difficulty in the measurement of Y- and h-parameters at very high frequencies. S-parameters
can be converted to Y- and h-parameters.

Figure 4.12 illustrates a two-port device under test. If the generator is connected to port 1 and a
matched load to port 2, the incident wave to the DUT is V1

+ . A wave reflected from the device back to
port one is V1

–. A signal traveling through the DUT and toward port 2 is V2
–. Any reflection from the

load (zero if it is truly a matched load) is V2
+. The s-parameters are defined in terms of these voltage waves:

s11 = V1
–/V1

+ = Input terminal reflection coefficient, Γ1

s21 = V2
–/V1

+ = Forward gain or loss

By moving the signal generator to port 2 and terminating port 1, the other two port s-parameters are
measured:

s12 = V1
–/V2

+ = Reverse gain or loss
s22 = V2

–/V2
+ = Output terminal reflection coefficient, Γ2

The s-matrix is then

 

where

 

Scalar Analyzer
A scalar network analyzer, Fig. 4.13, with resistor-loaded diode probes or power meters is used to measure
scalar return loss and gain. Diode detectors are either used in the square law range as power detectors
or logarithmic amplifiers are used in the analyzer to produce nominally a 50 dB dynamic range of
measurement. A spectrum analyzer with a tracking test generator can be used as a scalar analyzer with
up to 90 dB of dynamic range.

FIGURE 4.12 S-parameters are defined by forward and reverse voltage waves.
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Gains and losses are calculated in scalar analyzers by adding and subtracting relative power levels in
decibels. Note that this can only establish the magnitude of the reflection coefficient so that an absolute
impedance cannot be measured. To establish the impedance of a device, the phase angle of the reflected
wave relative to the incident wave must be known. To measure the phase difference between the forward
and reflected wave, a phase meter or vector network analyzer is used.

Vector Heterodyne Analyzer
Accurate direct measurement of the phase angle between two signals at RF and microwave frequencies
is difficult; therefore, most vector impedance analyzers downconvert the signals using a common local
oscillator. By using a common oscillator the relative phase of the two signals is maintained. The signal
is ultimately converted to a frequency where rapid and accurate comparison of the two signals yields
their phase difference. In these analyzers the relative amplitude information is maintained so that the
amplitude measurements are also made at the low intermediate frequency (IF).

The vector network analyzer (VNA) is a multichannel phase-coherent receiver with a tracking signal
source. When interfaced with various power splitters and couplers, the channels can measure forward,
reverse, and transmitted waves. As the phase and amplitude information is available on each channel,
parameters of the device being measured can be computed. The most common VNA configuration
measures the forward and reflected waves to and from a two-port device. From these measurements, the
two-port scattering matrix can be computed.

The automatic vector network analyzer performs these operations under the supervision of a computer
requiring the operator to input instructions relating to the desired data. The computer performs the
routine “housekeeping.”

The use of computers also facilitates extensive improvement in measurement accuracy by measuring
known high-quality components, calculating nonideal characteristics of the measurement system, and
applying corrections derived from these measurements to data from other devices. In other words, the
accuracy of a known component can be transferred to the measurement accuracy of an unknown
component.

With the measurement frequency accurately known and the phase and amplitude response measured
and corrected, the Fourier transform of the frequency domain yields the time domain response. A very
useful measurement of this type transforms the s11 frequency domain data to a time domain response

FIGURE 4.13 A scalar network analyzer can measure the magnitude of gain and return loss.
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with the same information as time domain reflectometry; that is, deviations from the characteristic
impedance can be seen over the length of the measured transmission media.

The simplified block diagram of a typical multichannel VNA is shown in Fig. 4.14. There are two
channels fed from the test set. The inputs are converted first to a low intermediate frequency such as
20 MHz and then to 100 kHz before being routed to phase detectors. The first conversion oscillator is
followed by a comb generator and the oscillator is phase locked to the mixer output so the unit will
frequency track the test source.

Multiple methods of generating the conversion oscillator voltages are used. Low RF frequency analyzer
signal generators commonly generate a test signal plus another output that is frequency offset by the
desired IF frequency. This can be done with offset synthesizers or by mixing a common oscillator with
a stable oscillator at the IF frequency and selecting the desired mixing product using phasing or filtering
techniques.

For microwave analyzers, because of the high cost of oscillators and the wide frequency coverage
required, a more common method of generating conversion oscillators is to use a low frequency oscillator
and a very broadband frequency multiplier. A harmonic of the low frequency conversion oscillator is
offset by an oscillator equal to the IF frequency and the conversion oscillator is then phase locked to the
reference channel of the NWA. The reference channel signal is normally the forward wave voltage derived
from a directional coupler in an impedance measurement.

The outputs of the synchronous detectors supply the raw data to be converted to a format compatible
with the computer. Corrections and manipulation of the data to the required output form is then done
by the processors.

The test set supplies the first mixer inputs with the sampled signals necessary to make the desired
measurement and there are many possible configurations. The most versatile is the two-port scattering
matrix test set. This unit enables full two-port measurements to be made without the necessity of changing
cable connections to the device. The simplified block diagram of a two-port s-parameter test set is shown
in Fig. 4.15. The RF/microwave input is switched between port 1 and port 2 measurements. In each case
the RF is split into a reference and test channel. The reference channel is fed directly to a reference channel
converter. The test channel feeds the device under test by way of a directional coupler. The coupler output
sampling the reflected power is routed to the test channel converter. Sampled components of incident
and reflected power to both the input and output of the test device are available for processing.

In a full two-port measurement, multiple error terms can be identified, measured, and then used to
translate the accuracy of calibration references to the measured data from the device under test. For

FIGURE 4.14 A vector network analyzer measures complex ratios.
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example, if the load used is not ideal, there will be some reflection back into the DUT. If the source
generator impedance is not ideal, any reflections from the input of the DUT back to the generator will
result in a further contribution to the incident DUT voltage. The couplers are also nonideal and have
phase and amplitude errors.

By measuring the full two-port s-parameters of a set of known references such as opens, shorts, matched
loads, known lengths of transmission lines, and through and open circuited paths, a system of equations
can be derived that includes the error terms. If 8 error terms are identified, then 8 equations with
8 unknowns can be derived. The error terms can then be solved for and applied to the results of the
measurement of an unknown two-port device to correct for measurement system deviations from the
ideal.

Vector Six-Port Analyzer
A combination of couplers and power dividers, having 0°, 90°, and 180° differences in their output signals
can be used to construct a circuit with multiple outputs where the power from the outputs can be used
in a system of n equations with n unknowns. An example of this circuit is shown in Fig. 4.16. In a properly
designed circuit, among the solutions to the system of equations will be the magnitudes and relative
phase of the forward and reflected wave. The optimum number of ports for such a device is six; hence,
a passive six-port device with diode or power detectors on four of the ports can be used as a vector
impedance analyzer [10].

The six-port analyzer has limited bandwidth, usually no more than an octave, because the couplers
and power dividers [11] have the same limitation in frequency range to maintain the required amplitude
and phase characteristics; however, the low cost of the six-port analyzer makes it attractive for narrowband
and built-in test applications.

Typically, measurement test set deviations from the ideal are even more prevalent with the six-port
analyzer than for the frequency converting VNA; therefore, use of known calibration elements and the
application of the resultant error correction terms is very important for the six-port VNA. The derivation
of the error terms and their application to measurement correction is virtually the same for the two
analyzers.

FIGURE 4.15 A two-port s-parameter test set can measure all four s-parameters without moving the DUT.
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FIGURE 4.16 A six-port network can be used as a narrow band vector analyzer.
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4.2 Network Analyzer Calibration 

Joseph Staudinger

Vector network analyzers (VNA) find very wide application as a primary tool in measuring and charac-
terizing circuits, devices, and components. They are typically applied to measure small signal or linear
characteristics of multi-port networks at frequencies ranging from RF to beyond 100 GHz (submillimeter
in wavelength). Although current commercial VNA systems can support such measurements at much
lower frequencies (a few Hz), higher frequency measurements pose significantly more difficulties in
calibrating the instrumentation to yield accurate results with respect to a known or desired electrical
reference plane. For example, characterization of many microwave components is difficult since the
devices cannot easily be connected directly to VNA-supporting coaxial or waveguide media. Often, the
device under test (DUT) is fabricated in a noncoaxial or waveguide medium and thus requires fixturing
and additional cabling to enable an electrical connection to the VNA (Fig. 4.17). The point at which the
DUT connects with the measurement system is defined as the DUT reference plane. It is generally the
point where it is desired that measurements be referenced. However, any measurement includes not only
that of the DUT, but contributions from the fixture and cables as well. Note that with increasing frequency,
the electrical contribution of the fixture and cables becomes increasingly significant. In addition, practical
limitations of the VNA in the form of limited dynamic range, isolation, imperfect source/load match,
and other imperfections contribute systematic error to the measurement. To lessen the contribution of
systematic error, remove contributions of cabling and fixturing, and therefore enhance measurement
accuracy, the VNA must first be calibrated though a process of applying and measuring standards in lieu
of the DUT.

Basic measurements consist of applying a stimulus and then determining incident, reflected, and
transmitted waves. Ratios of these vector quantities are then computed via post processing yielding
network scattering parameters (S-parameters). Most VNAs support measurements on one- and two-port
networks, although equipment is commercially available that supports measurements on circuits with
more than two ports as well as on differential networks.

VNA Functionality

A highly simplified block diagram illustrating the functionality of a vector network is provided in
Fig. 4.18. Generally, a VNA includes an RF switch such that the RF stimulus can be applied to either
port 1 or 2, thereby allowing full two-port measurements without necessitating manual disconnection
of the DUT and reversing connections. RF couplers attached at the input and output ports allow

FIGURE 4.17 Typical measurement setup consisting of a device under test embedded in a fixture connected to the
vector network analyzer with appropriate cables.
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measuring reflected voltages. With the RF signal applied in the forward direction (i.e., to port 1), samples
of the incident (a1) and reflected signals at port 1 (b1) are routed to the receiver. The transmitted signal b2

reaching port 2 is also directed to the receiver. The receiver functions to downconvert these signals to a
lower frequency, which enables digitization and post-processing. Assuming ideal source and load termi-
nations such that a2 is equal to zero, two scattering parameters can be defined:

 

In reverse operation, the RF signal is directed to port 2 and samples of signals a2, b2, and b1 are directed
to the receiver. Assuming ideal source and load terminations such that a1 is equal to zero, the remaining
two scattering parameters are defined:

 

Sources of Measurement Uncertainties

Sources of uncertainty or error in VNA measurements are primarily the result of systematic, random,
and drift errors. The latter two effects tend to be unpredictable and therefore cannot be removed from
the measurement. They are the results of factors such as system noise, connector repeatability, temperature
variations, and physical changes within the VNA. Systematic errors, however, arise from imperfections
within the VNA, are repeatable, and can be largely removed through a process of calibration. Of the
three, systematic errors are generally the most significant, particularly at RF and microwave frequencies.
In calibration, such errors are quantified by measuring characteristics of known devices (standards).
Hence, once quantified, systematic errors can be removed from the resulting measurement. The choice
of calibration standards is not necessarily unique. Selection of a suitable set of standards is often based
on such factors as ease of fabrication in a particular medium, repeatability, and the accuracy to which
the characteristics of the standard can be determined.

Modeling VNA Systematic Errors

A mathematical description of systematic errors is accomplished using the concept of error models. The
error models are intended to represent the most significant systematic errors of the VNA system up to

FIGURE 4.18 High simplified VNA block diagram.
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the reference plane — the electrical plane where standards are connected (Fig. 4.17). Hence, contributions
from cables and fixturing in the measurement, up to the reference plane, are accounted for as well. 

A flow graph illustrating a typical error model for one-port reflection measurements is depicted in
Fig. 4.19. The model consists of three terms, EDF, ERF, and ESF. The term S11M represents the reflection
coefficient measured by the receiver within the VNA. The term S11 represents the reflection coefficient
of the DUT with respect to the reference plane (i.e., the desired quantity).

The three error terms represent various imperfections. Term EDF accounts for directivity in that the
measured reflected signal does not consist entirely of reflections caused by the DUT. Limited directivity
of the coupler and other signal leakage paths result in other signal components vectorally combining
with the DUT reflected signal. Term ESF accounts for source match in that the impedance at the reference
plane is not exactly the characteristic impedance (generally 50 ohms). Term ERF describes frequency
tracking imperfections between reference and test channels.

A flow graph illustrating a typical error model for two-port measurement, accounting for both
reflection and transmission coefficients is depicted in Fig. 4.20. The flow graph consists of both forward
(RF signal applied to port 1) and reverse (RF signal applied to port 2) error models. The model consists
of twelve terms, six each for forward and reverse paths. Three more error terms are included in addition
to those shown in the one-port model, (ELF, ETF , and EXF for the forward path, and similarly ELR, ETR,
and EXR for the reverse path). As before, reflection as well as transmission coefficients measured by the
receiver within the VNA are denoted with an M subscript (e.g., S21M). The desired two-port S-parameters
referenced with respect to port 1/2 reference planes are denoted as S11, S21, S12, and S22. The transmission
coefficients are ratios of transmitted and incident signals. Error term ELF accounts for measurement errors
resulting from an imperfect load termination. Term ETF describes transmission frequency tracking errors.
The term EXF accounts for isolation in that a small component of the transmitted signal reaching the
receiver is due to finite isolation where it reaches the receiver without passing through the DUT. The
error coefficients for the reverse path are similarly defined.

Calibration

From the above discussion, it is possible to mathematically relate uncorrected scattering parameters
measured by the VNA (SM) to the above-mentioned error terms and the S-Parameters exhibited by the
DUT (S). For example, with the VNA modeled for one-port measurements as illustrated in Fig. 4.19, the
reflection coefficient of the DUT (S11) is given by:

 

Similarly, for two-port networks, DUT S-parameters can be mathematically related to the error terms
and uncorrected measured S-parameters. DUT parameters S11 and S21 can be described as functions of

FIGURE 4.19 Typical one-port VNA error model for reflection coefficient measurements.
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S11M, S21M, S12M, S22M and the six forward error terms. Likewise, S12 and S22 are functions of the four
measured S-parameters and the six reverse error terms. Hence, when each error coefficient is known, the
DUT S-parameters can be determined from uncorrected measurement.

Therefore, calibration is essentially the process of determining these error coefficients. This is accom-
plished by replacing the DUT with a number of standards whose electrical properties are known with
respect to the desired reference plane (the reader is referred to [1-5] for additional information). Addi-
tionally, since the system is frequency dependent, the process is repeated at each frequency of interest.

Calibration Standards

Determination of the error coefficients requires the use of several standards, although the choice of which
standards to use is not necessarily unique. Traditionally, short, open, load, and through (SOLT) standards
have been applied, especially in a coaxial medium that facilitates their accurate and repeatable fabrication.
Electrical definitions for ideal and lossless SOLT standards (with respect to port 1 and 2 reference planes)
are depicted in Fig. 4.21. Obviously, and especially with increasing frequency, it is impossible to fabricate
standards such that they are (1) lossless and (2) exhibit the defined reflection and transmission coefficients
at these reference planes. Fabrication and physical constants dictate some nonzero length of transmission
line must be associated with each (Fig. 4.22). Hence, for completeness, the characteristics of the trans-
mission line must be (1) known, and (2) included in defining the parameters of each standard. Wave
propagation is described as

FIGURE 4.20 Typical two-port VNA error model; (a) forward model, and (b) reverse model.
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FIGURE 4.21 Electrical definition for lossless and ideal SOLT standards.

FIGURE 4.22 High frequency descriptions of SOLT standards generally consider nonzero length transmission lines,
loss mechanisms, and fringing field effects associated with the open standard.
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where γ is the propagation constant defined as

 

Assuming the electrical length of the transmission line associated with the standards is short, losses
become small and perhaps α can be neglected without significant degradation in accuracy. Alternatively,
commercial VNA manufacturers often describe the transmission line in terms of a delay coefficient with
a small resistive loss component. The open standard exhibits further imperfections since the electric field
pattern at the open end tends to vary with frequency. The open-end effect is often described in terms of
a frequency-dependent fringing capacitance (COpen) expressed in terms of a polynomial expansion taking
the form:

 

where C0, C1, … are coefficients and F is frequency.
The load termination largely determines forward and reverse directivity error terms (EDF and EDR).

Considering the error models in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, with the load standard applied on port 1, forward
directivity error takes the following form:

 

where S11 Load is the actual reflection coefficient of the load standard. Ideally, the load standard should
exhibit an impedance of Z0 (characteristic impedance) and thus a reflection coefficient of zero (i.e.,
S11 Load  = 0) in which case EDF becomes the measured value of S11 with the load standard connected to
port 1. High quality coaxial-based fixed load standards exhibiting high return loss over broad bandwidths
are generally commercially available, especially at RF and microwave frequencies. At higher frequencies
and/or where the electrical performance of the fixed load terminations is inadequate, sliding terminations
are employed. Sliding terminations use mechanical methods to adjust the electrical length of a transmis-
sion line associated with the load standard. Neglecting losses in the transmission line, the above expression
forms a circle in the S11 measurement plane as the length of the transmission line is varied. The center
of the circle defines error term EDF (Fig. 4.23). 

Often it is desirable to characterize devices in noncoaxial media. For example, measuring the charac-
teristics of devices and circuits at the wafer level by connecting microwave probes directly to the wafer.
Other situations arise where components cannot be directly probed but must be placed in packages with
coaxial connectors and it is desirable to calibrate the fixture/VNA at the package/fixture interface.
Although fabrication techniques favor SOLT standards in coax, it is difficult to realize them precisely in
other media such as microstrip and hence non-SOLT standards are more appropriate. Presently, standards
based on one or more transmission lines and reflection elements have become popular for RFICs and
MMICs. Fundamentally, they are more suitable for MMICs and RFICs since they rely on fabricating
transmission lines (in microstrip, for example), where the impedance of the lines can be precisely
determined based on physical dimensions, metalization, and substrate properties. The TRL (thru, reflect,
line) series of standards have become popular as well as variations of it such as LRM (line, reflect, match),
and LRL (line, reflect, line) to name but a few. In general, TRL utilizes a short length thru (sometime
assumed zero length), a highly reflective element, and a nonzero length transmission line. One advantage
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of this technique is that a complete electrical description of each standard is not necessary. However,
each standard is assumed to exhibit certain electrical criteria. For example, the length of the thru generally
must be known, or alternatively, the thru may in many cases be fabricated such that its physical dimensions
approach zero length at the frequencies of interest and are therefore insignificant. The characteristic
impedance of the line standard is particularly important in that it is the major contributor in defining
the reference impedance of the measurement. Its length is also important. Lengths approaching either
0o or multiples of 180o (relative to the length of the thru) are problematic and lead to poor calibrations.
The phase of the reflection standard is not critical, although its phase generally must be known to within
one-quarter of a wavelength.

In the interest of reducing hardware cost, a series of VNAs are commercially available based on a
receiver architecture containing three rather than four sampling elements. In four-sampling receiver
architecture, independent measurements are made of a1, b1, a2, and b2. Impedance contributions of the
internal switch that routes the RF stimulus to port 1 for forward measurements and to port 2 for reverse
measurements can be accounted for during the calibration process. In a three-sampling receiver archi-
tecture, independent measurements are made on b1, b2 and on a combined a1 and a2. This architecture
is inherently less accurate than the former in that systematic errors introduced by the internal RF switch
are not fully removed via TRL calibration, although mitigating this effect to some extent is possible [5].
However, it should be noted that this architecture provides measurement accuracy that is quite adequate
for many applications. 
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FIGURE 4.23 Characterizing directivity error terms using a sliding load termination.
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4.3 Noise Measurements

Alfy Riddle

Fundamentals of Noise

Statistics

Noise is a random process. There may be nonrandom system disturbances we call noise, but this section
will consider noise as a random process. Noise can have many different sources such as thermally
generated resistive noise, charge crossing a potential barrier, and generation-recombination (G-R) noise
[1]. The different noise sources are described by different statistics, the thermal noise in a resistor is a
Gaussian process while the shot noise in a diode is a Poisson process. In the cases considered here, the
number of noise “events” will be so large that all noise processes will have essentially Gaussian statistics
and so be represented by the probability distribution in Eq. (4.1).

(4.1)

The statistics of noise are essential for determining the results of passing noise through nonlinearities
because the nonlinearity will change the noise distribution [2]. Noise statistics are useful even in linear
networks because multiple noise sources will require correlation between the noise sources to find the
total noise power. Linear networks will not change the statistics of a noise signal even if the noise spectrum
is changed.

Bandwidth

The noise energy available from a hot resistor is given in Eq. (4.2), where h = 6.62 × 10–34 J s, T is in degrees
Kelvin, and k = 1.38x10–23 J/degree K [1]. N is in joules, or watt-seconds, or W/Hz, which is noise power
spectral density. For most of the microwave spectrum hf  << kT so Eq. (4.2) reduces to Eq. (4.3).

(4.2)

(4.3)

The noise power available from the hot resistor will be the integration of this energy, or spectral density,
over the measuring bandwidth as given in Eq. (4.4).

(4.4)

As the frequency increases, N reduces so the integration in Eq. (4.4) will be finite even if the frequency
range is infinite. Note that for microwave networks using cooled circuits, quantum effects can become
important at relatively low frequencies because of the temperature-dependent condition in Eq. (4.3). For
a resistor at microwave frequencies and room temperature, N is independent of frequency so the total
power available is simply P = kT(f2 – f1), or P = kTB, as shown in Eq. (4.5), where B is the bandwidth.
Figure 4.24 shows a resistor with an available thermal power of kTB, which can be represented either as
a series voltage source with en

2 = 4 kTRB or a shunt current source with in
2 = 4 kTB/R, where the squared

value is taken to be the mean-square value. At times it is tempting to represent en as √(4 kTB), but this
is a mistake because en is a random variable, not a sinusoid. The process of computing the mean-square
value of a noise source is important for establishing any possible correlation with any other noise source
in the system [1,16]. Representing a noise source as an equivalent sinusoidal voltage can result in an
error due to incorrect accounting of correlation.
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(4.5)

When noise passes through a filter we must repeat the integration of Eq. (4.4). Two useful concepts
in noise measurement are noise power per hertz and equivalent noise bandwidth. Noise power per hertz
is simply the spectral density of the noise, or N in the above equations because it has units of watt-
seconds or joules. Spectral densities are also given in V2/Hz and A2/Hz. The equivalent noise bandwidth
of a noise source can be found by dividing the total power detected by the maximum power detected
per hertz, as shown in Eq. (4.6).

(4.6)

The noise equivalent bandwidth of a filter is especially useful when measuring noise sources with a
spectrum analyzer. The noise equivalent bandwidth of a filter is defined by integrating its power transfer
function, �H( f)�2, over all frequency and dividing by the peak of the power transfer function, as shown
in Eq. (4.7).

(4.7)

Power meters are often used with bandpass filters in noise measurements so that the noise power has
a well-defined range. The noise equivalent bandwidth of the filter can be used to convert the noise power
back to a power/Hz spectral density that is easier to use in computations and comparisons. As an example,
a first-order bandpass filter has a Be = π/2 B–3, where B–3 is the –3 dB bandwidth. The noise equivalent
bandwidth is greater than the 3 dB bandwidth because of the finite power in the filter skirts.

Detection

The most accurate and traceable measurement of noise power is by comparison with thermal standards
[3]. In the everyday lab the second best method for noise measurement is a calibrated power meter
preceded by a filter of known noise bandwidth. Because of its convenience, the most common method
of noise power measurement is a spectrum analyzer. This most common method is also the most
inaccurate because of the inherent inaccuracy of a spectrum analyzer and because of the nonlinear
processes used in a spectrum analyzer for power estimation. As mentioned in the section on statistics,
nonlinearities change the statistics of a noise source. For example, Gaussian noise run through a linear
envelope detector acquires a Rayleigh distribution as shown in Fig. 4.25.

The average of the Rayleigh distribution is not the standard deviation of the Gaussian, so a detector
calibrated for sine waves will read about 1 dB high for noise. Spectrum analyzers also use a logarithmic
amplifier that further distorts the noise statistics and accounts for another 1.5 dB of error. Many modern
spectrum analyzers automatically correct for these nonlinear errors as well as equivalent bandwidth when
put in a “Marker Noise” mode [4].

FIGURE 4.24 Equivalent thermal noise sources: (a) voltage and (b) current.
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Noise Figure and Y-Factor Method

At high frequencies it is far easier to measure power flow than it is to measure individual voltage and
current noise sources. All of a linear device’s noise power can be considered as concentrated at its input
as shown in Fig. 4.26 [1].

We can lump all of the amplifier noise generators into an equivalent noise temperature with an
equivalent input noise power per hertz of Na = kTe. As shown in Fig. 4.26, the noise power per hertz
available from the noise source is NS = kTS. In system applications the degradation of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is a primary concern. We can define a figure of merit for an amplifier, called the noise factor
(F), which describes the reduction in SNR of a signal passed through the amplifier shown in Fig. 4.26
[5]. The noise factor for an amplifier is derived in Eq. (4.8).

(4.8)

Eq. (4.8) is very simple and only contains the amplifier equivalent temperature and the source tem-
perature. F does vary with frequency and so is measured in a narrow bandwidth, or spot. Note that F is
not a function of measurement bandwidth. Eq. (4.8) also implies that the network is tuned for maximum
available gain, which happens by default if all the components are perfectly matched to 50 ohms and
used in a 50-ohm system.

FIGURE 4.25 Nonlinear transformation of Gaussian noise.

FIGURE 4.26 System view of amplifier noise.
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Device noise factor can be measured with the setup shown in Fig. 4.27 [1]. The Y-Factor method takes
advantage of the fact that as the source temperature is varied, the device noise output, NO, varies yet the
device noise contribution remains a constant. Figure 4.28 shows that as TS changes the noise power
measured as the power meter changes according to Eq. (4.9).

(4.9)

The value of NO(TS = 0) gives the noise power of the device alone. By using two known values of TS,
a cold measurement at TS = TCOLD, and a hot measurement at TS = THOT , the slope of the line in Fig. 4.28
can be derived. Once the slope is known, the intercept at TS = 0 can be found by measuring NO(TCOLD)
and NO(THOT). The room temperature, TO, is also needed to serve as a reference temperature for the
device noise factor, F. For a room temperature F = 1 + Te /TO, we can define Te = (F – 1) TO. The following
equations derive the Y-Factor method. Equation (4.10) is the basis for the Y-Factor method.

(4.10)

Solving for F we get Eq. (4.11) which can be solved for Te as shown in Eq. (4.12).

(4.11)

FIGURE 4.27 Test setup for Y-factor method.

FIGURE 4.28 Output noise power vs. source temperature.
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(4.12)

Equation (4.12) can be rearranged to define another useful parameter known as the equivalent noise
ratio, or ENR, of a noise source as shown in Eq. (4.13) [1].

(4.13)

Note that when TCOLD is set to the reference temperature for F, which the IEEE gives as TO = 290° Kelvin,
then the device noise factor has a simple relationship to both ENR and Y [1,3].

Practically speaking, the noise factor is usually given in decibels and called the noise figure, NF =
10 log F. While the most accurate noise sources use variable temperature loads, the most convenient
variable noise sources use avalanche diodes with calibrated noise power versus bias current [6]. The diode
noise sources usually contain an internal pad to reduce the impedance variation between on (hot) and
off (cold) states. Also, the diodes come with an ENR versus frequency calibration curve.

Phase Noise and Jitter

Introduction

The noise we have been discussing was broadband noise. When noise is referenced to a carrier frequency
it appears to modulate the carrier and so causes amplitude and phase variations in the carrier [7]. Because
of the amplitude-limiting mechanism in an oscillator, oscillator phase modulation noise (PM) is much
larger than amplitude modulation noise (AM) close enough to the carrier to be within the oscillator loop
bandwidth. The phase variations, caused by the noise at different offset, or modulation frequencies create
a variance in the zero crossing time of the oscillator. This zero crossing variance in the time domain is
called jitter and is critical in digital communication systems. Paradoxically, even though jitter is easily
measured in the time domain and often defined in picoseconds it turns out to be better to specify jitter
in the frequency domain as demonstrated by the jitter tolerance mask for an OC-48 SONET signal [8].
The jitter plot shown in Fig. 4.29 can be translated into script L versus frequency using the equations in
the following section [9].

FIGURE 4.29 SONET Category II jitter tolerance mask for OC-48.
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Jitter is best specified in the frequency domain because systems are more sensitive to some jitter
frequencies than others. Also, jitter attenuators, which are simply narrowband phase-locked loops (PLLs),
have well-defined frequency domain transfer functions that can be cascaded with the measured input
jitter to derive the output jitter.

(4.14)

Mathematical Basics

Consider the time domain voltage given in Eq. (4.14). This signal contains both amplitude modulation,
m(t), and phase modulation, β(t) [10]. If we let m(t) = m1(t) cos(ωmt), β(t) = β1(t) sin(ωmt), and we
define �β1 (t)� � 1, then Eq. (4.14) can be expanded into AM and PM sidebands as shown in Eq. (4.15).

(4.15)

We can let m1(t) and β1(t) be fixed amplitudes as when sinusoidal test signals are used to characterize
an oscillator, or we can let m1(t) and β1(t) be slowly varying, with respect to ωm, noise signals. The latter
case gives us the narrowband Gaussian noise approximation, which can represent an oscillator spectrum
when the noise signals are summed over all modulation frequencies, ωm [7].

Several notes should be made here. First, as β1(t) becomes large the single sidebands of Eq. (4.15)
expand into a Bessel series that ultimately generates a flat-topped spectrum close into the average carrier
frequency. This flat-topped spectrum is essentially the FM spectrum created by the large phase excursions
that result from the 1/f 3 increase in phase noise at low modulating frequencies. Second, if �m1(t)� = �β1(t)�,
and they are fully correlated, then by altering the phases between m1(t) and β1(t) we can cancel the upper
or lower sideband at will. This second point also shows that a single sideband contains equal amounts
of AM and PM, which is useful for testing and calibration purposes [11].

Oscillator noise analysis uses several standard terms such as AM spectral density, PM spectral density,
FM spectral density, script L, and jitter [10,12]. These terms are defined in Eqs. (4.16) through (4.20).
The AM spectral density, or SAM(fm), shown in Eq. (4.16) is derived by computing the power spectrum
of m(t), given in Eq. (4.14), with a 1-hertz-wide filter. SAM is called a spectral density because it is on a
1-hertz basis. Similarly, the PM spectral density, or Sφ(fm) in radians2/Hz, is shown in Eq. (4.17) and is
derived by computing the power spectrum of β(t) in Eq. (4.14). The FM spectral density, or SFM(fm) in
Hz2/Hz, is typically derived by using a frequency discriminator to measure the frequency deviations in
a signal. Because frequency is simply the rate of change of phase, FM spectral density can be derived
from PM spectral density as shown in Eq. (4.18). Script L is a measured quantity usually given in dBc/Hz
and best described by Fig. 4.30. It is important to remember that the definition of script L requires the
sidebands to be due to phase noise. Because script L is defined as a measure of phase noise it can be
related to the PM spectral density as shown in Eq. (4.19). Two complications arise in using script L. First,
most spectrum analyzers do not determine if the sidebands are only due to phase noise. Second, the
constant relating script L to Sφ is 2 if the sidebands are correlated and √2 if the sidebands are uncorrelated
and the spectrum analyzer does not help in telling these two cases apart. Jitter is simply the rms value
of the variation in zero crossing times of a signal compared with a reference of the same average frequency.
Of course, the jitter of a signal can be derived by accumulating the phase noise as shown in Eq. (4.20).
In Eqs. (4.16) through (4.20) ℑ{x} denotes the Fourier transform of x [7]. Most of these terms can also
be defined from the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of m(t) or β(t). The spectral densities are
typically given in dB using a 1-Hz measurement bandwidth, abbreviated as dB/Hz.
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(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

In the above equations fm indicates the offset frequency from the carrier. In Eq. (4.19) PSSB is defined
as phase noise, but often is just the noise measured by a spectrum analyzer close to the carrier frequency,
and PC is the total oscillator power. The jitter given in Eq. (4.20) is the total jitter that results from a time
domain measurement. Jitter as a function of frequency, fm, is just the square root of Sφ(fm). Jitter as a
function of frequency can be translated to various other formats, such as degrees, radians, seconds, and
unit intervals (UIs), using Eq. (4.21) [9].

(4.21)

For most free-running oscillators the 1/f 3 region of the phase noise dominates the jitter so integrating
the 1/f 3 slope gives UI ≈ fa /2 10scriptL(fa)/10 where fa is any frequency on the 1/f 3 slope and script L is in
dBc/Hz. For PLL-based sources with large noise pedestals, a complete integration should be done.

FIGURE 4.30 Typical measured spectrum on a spectrum analyzer.
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Phase Noise Measurements

Phase noise is typically measured in one of three ways: spectrum analyzer, PLL, or transmission line
discriminator [1,10,13-15]. The spectrum analyzer is the easiest method of measuring script L(fm) for
any oscillator noisier than the spectrum analyzer reference source. Figure 4.30 shows a typical source
spectrum. Care must be taken to make the resolution bandwidth, RBW, narrow enough to not cover a
significant slope of the measured noise [1]. The spectrum analyzer cannot distinguish between phase
and amplitude noise, so reporting the results as script L only holds where Sφ > SAM, which usually means
within the 1/f 3 region of the source. Spectrum analyzer measurements can be very tedious when the
oscillator is noisy enough to wander significantly in frequency.

PLL-based phase noise measurement is used in most commercial systems [14]. Figure 4.31 shows a
PLL-based phase noise test set. The reference oscillator in Fig. 4.31 is phase locked to the device under
test (DUT) through a low pass filter (LPF) with a cutoff frequency well below the lowest desired
measurement frequency. This allows the reference oscillator to track the DUT and downconvert the phase
noise sidebands without tracking the noise as well. The low frequency spectrum analyzer measures the
noise sidebands and arrives at a phase noise spectral density by factoring in the mixer loss or using a
calibration tone [11]. A PLL system requires the reference source to be at least as quiet as the DUT.
Another DUT can be used as a reference with the resulting noise sidebands increasing by 3 dB, but usually
the reference is much quieter than the DUT so fewer corrections have to be made.

A transmission line frequency discriminator can provide accurate and high-resolution phase noise
measurements without the need for a reference oscillator [13]. The discriminator resolution is propor-
tional to the delay line delay, τ. The phase shifter is adjusted so that the mixer signals are in quadrature,
which means the mixer DC output voltage is set to the internal offset voltage (approximately zero).
Transmission line discriminators can be calibrated with an offset source of known amplitude, as discussed
previously, or with a source of known modulation sensitivity [11] (see Fig. 4.32). The disadvantages of
a transmission line discriminator are that high source output levels are required to drive the system
(typically greater than 13 dBm), and the system must be retuned as the DUT drifts. Also, it is important
to remember that the discriminator detects FM noise which is related to phase noise as given in Eq. (4.18)
and shown in Fig. 4.33.

Summary

Accurate noise measurement and analysis must recognize that noise is a random process. While nonlinear
devices will affect the noise statistics, linear networks will not change the noise statistics. Noise statistics
are also important for analyzing multiple noise sources because the correlation between the noise sources

FIGURE 4.31 PLL phase noise measurement.
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must be considered. At very high frequencies it is easier to work with noise power flow than individual
noise voltage and current sources, so methods such as the Y-Factor technique have been developed for
amplifier noise figure measurement. Measuring oscillator noise mostly involves the phase variations of
a source. These phase variations can be represented in the frequency domain as script L, or in the time
domain as jitter. Several techniques of measuring source phase noise have been developed which trade
off accuracy for cost and simplicity.
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FIGURE 4.33 (a) FM and (b) phase noise spectral densities for the same device.
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4.4 Nonlinear Microwave Measurement and Characterization

J. Stevenson Kenney

While powerful methods have been developed to analyze complex linear circuits, it is unfortunate that
almost all physical systems exhibit some form of nonlinear behavior. Often the nonlinear behavior of a
microwave circuit is detrimental to the signals that pass through it. Such is the case with distortion within
a microwave power amplifier. In some cases nonlinearities may be exploited to realize useful circuit
functions, such as frequency translation or detection. In either case, methods have been devised to
characterize and measure nonlinear effects on various signals. These effects are treated in this chapter
and include:

• Harmonic Distortion

• Gain Compression

• Intermodulation Distortion

• Phase Distortion

• Adjacent Channel Interference

• Error Vector Magnitude

Many of the above characterizations are different manifestations of nonlinear behavior for different
types of signals. For instance, both analog and digital communication systems are affected by intermod-
ulation distortion. However, these effects are usually measured in different ways. Nevertheless, some
standard measurements are used as figures of merit for comparing the performance to different circuits.
These include:

• Output Power at 1 dB Gain Compression

• Third Order Intercept Point

• Spurious Free Dynamic Range

• Noise Power Ratio

• Spectral Mask Measurements

This chapter treats the characterization and measurement of nonlinearities in microwave circuits. The
concentration will be on standard techniques for analog and digital communication circuits. For more
advanced techniques, the reader is advised to consult the references at the end of this section.

Mathematical Characterization of Nonlinear Circuits

To analyze the effects of nonlinearities in microwave circuits, one must be able to describe the input-output
relationships of signals that pass through them. Nonlinear circuits are generally characterized by input-output
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relationships called transfer characteristics. In general, any memoryless circuit described by transfer character-
istics that does not satisfy the following definition of a linear memoryless circuit is said to be nonlinear.

(4.22)

where vin and vout are the input and output time-domain waveforms and A is a constant independent of
time. Thus, one form of a nonlinear circuit has a transfer characteristic of the form

(4.23)

The form of g(v) will determine all measurable distortion characteristics of a nonlinear circuit. Special
cases of nonlinear transfer characteristics include:

• Time Invariant: g does not depend on t

• Memoryless: g is evaluated at time t using only values of vin at time t

Nonlinear Memoryless Circuits

If a transfer characteristic includes no integrals, differentials, or finite time differences, then the instan-
taneous value at a time t depends only on the input values at time t. Such a transfer characteristic is said
to be memoryless, and may be expressed in the form of a power series

(4.24a)

where gn are real-valued, time-invariant coefficients. Frequency domain analysis of the output signal
vout(t) where g(v) is expressed by Eq. (4.24a) yields a Fourier series, whereby the harmonic components
are governed by the coefficients Gn. If vin(t) is a sinusoidal function at frequency fc with amplitude Vin ,
then the output signal is a harmonic series of the form

(4.24b)

The coefficients, Gn are functions of the coefficients gn, and are all real. The extent that the coefficients
gn are nonzero is called the order of the nonlinearity. Thus, from Eq. (4.24b), it is seen that an nth order
system will produce harmonics of nth order of amplitude GnVin

n .

Nonlinear Circuits with Memory

As described in Eq. (4.24a), g(v) is said to be memoryless because the output signal at a time t depends
only on the input signal at time t. If the output depends on the input at times different from time t, the
nonlinearity is said to have memory. A nonlinear function with a finite memory (i.e., a finite impulse
response) may be described as

(4.25)

The largest time delay, τn, determines the length of the memory of the circuit. Infinite impulse response
nonlinear systems may be represented as functions of integrals and differentials of the input signal

(4.26)
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The most general characterization of a nonlinear system is the Volterra Series.1 Consider a linear circuit
that is stimulated by an input signal vin(t). The output signal vout(t) is then given by the convolution with
the input signal vin(t) and the impulse response h(t). Unless the impulse response takes the form of the
delta function δ(t), the output vout(t) depends on values of the input vin(t) at times other than t, i.e., the
circuit is said to have memory.

(4.27a)

Equivalently, in the frequency domain,

(4.27b)

In the most general case, a nonlinear circuit with reactive elements can be described using a Volterra
series, which is said to be a power series with memory.

(4.28a)

An equivalent representation is obtained by taking the n-fold Fourier transform of Eq. (4.28a)

(4.28b)

Notice that the Volterra series is applicable to nonlinear effects on signals with discrete spectra (i.e., a
signal consisting of a sum of sinusoids). For instance, the DC component of the output signal is given
by g0 = G0, while the fundamental component is given by G1(f1)Vin(f1), where G1 and Vin are the Fourier
transforms of the impulse response g1 and vin, respectively, evaluated at frequency f1. The higher order
terms in the Volterra series represent the harmonic responses and intermodulation response of the circuit.

Fortunately, extraction of high order Volterra series representations of nonlinear microwave circuits
is rarely required to gain useful information on the deleterious and/or useful effects of distortion on
common signals. Such simplifications often involve considering the circuit to be memoryless, as in
Eq. (4.24a,b), or having finite order, or having integral representations, as in Eq. (4.26).

Harmonic Distortion

A fundamental result of the distortion of nonlinear circuits is that they generate frequency components
in the output signal that are not present in the input signal. For sinusoidal inputs, the salient characteristic
is harmonic distortion, whereby signal outputs consist of integer multiples of the input frequency.

Harmonic Generation in Nonlinear Circuits

As far as microwave circuits are concerned, the major characteristic of a nonlinear circuit is that the
frequency components of the output signal differ from those of the input signal. This is readily seen by
examining the output of a sinusoidal input from Eq. (4.29).

(4.29)
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It is readily seen that, along with the fundamental component at a frequency of fc, there exists a DC
component, and harmonic components at integer multiples of fc. The output signal is said to have acquired
harmonic distortion as a result of the nonlinear transfer characteristic. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.34. The
function represented by g(v) is that of an ideal limiting amplifier. The net effect of the terms are
summarized in Table 4.1.

Measurement of Harmonic Distortion

While instruments are available at low frequencies to measure the total harmonic distortion (THD), the
level of each harmonic is generally measured individually using a spectrum analyzer. Such a setup is
shown in Fig. 4.35.

FIGURE 4.34 Effects of a nonlinear transfer characteristic on a sinusoidal input: harmonic distortion.

TABLE 4.1 Effect of Nonlinearities on Carrier Term by Term

Term Amplitude Qualitative Effect

DC g0 + g2A2/2 Small offset added due to RF detection
Fundamental 20log(g1A + 3 g3A3/4) Amplitude changed due to compression
2nd Harmonic 40log(g2A2/2) 2:1 slope on Pin /Pout curve
3rd Harmonic 60log(g3A3/4) 3:1 slope on Pin /Pout curve

FIGURE 4.35 Setup used to measure harmonic distortion. Because harmonic levels are a function of output
amplitude, a power meter is needed to accurately characterize the harmonic distortion properties.
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Harmonic levels are usually measured in a relative manner by placing a marker on the fundamental
signal and a delta marker at the nth harmonic frequency. When measured in this mode, the harmonic
level is expressed in dBc, which designates dB relative to carrier (i.e., the fundamental frequency) level.
While it is convenient to set the spectrum analyzer sweep to include all harmonics of interest, it may be
necessary to center a narrow span at the harmonic frequency in order to reduce the noise floor on the
spectrum analyzer. An attenuator may be needed to protect the spectrum analyzer from overload. Note
that the power level present at the spectrum analyzer input includes all harmonics, not just the ones
displayed on the screen. Finally, it is important to note that spectrum analyzers have their own nonlinear
characteristics that depend on the level input to the instrument. It is sometimes difficult to ascertain
whether measured harmonic distortion is being generated within the device or with the test instrument.
One method to do this is to use a step attenuator at the output of the device and step up and down. If
distortion is being generated with the spectrum analyzer, the harmonic levels will change with different
attenuator settings.

Gain Compression and Phase Distortion

A major result of changing impedances in microwave circuits is signal gain and phase shift that depend
on input amplitude level. A change in signal gain between input and output may result from signal
clipping due to device current saturation or cutoff. Insertion phase may change because of nonlinear
resistances in combination with a reactance. Though there are exceptions, signal gain generally decreases
with increasing amplitude or power level. For this reason, the gain compression characteristics of micro-
wave components are often characterized. Phase distortion may change either way, so it is often described
as phase deviation as a function of amplitude or power level.

Gain Compression

Referring back to Eq. (4.29), it is seen that, in addition to harmonic distortion, the level fundamental
signal has been modified beyond that dictated by the linear term, g1. This effect is described as gain
compression in that the gain of the circuit becomes a function of the input amplitude A. Figure 4.36
illustrates this result. For small values of A, the g1 term will dominate, giving a 1:1 slope when the output
power is plotted against the input power on a log (i.e., dB) scale. Note that the power level of the nth

harmonic plotted in like fashion will have an n:1 slope.
Gain compression is normally measured on a bandpass nonlinear circuit.2 Such a circuit is illustrated

in Fig. 4.37. It is interesting to note that an ideal limiting amplifier described by Eq. (4.30) when heavily

FIGURE 4.36 Output power vs. input power for a nonlinear circuit.
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overdriven at the input will eventually produce a square wave at the output, which is filtered by the
bandpass filter. Note that the amplitude of the fundamental component of a square wave is at a level of
4/π times, or 2.1 dB greater than the amplitude of the square wave set by the clipping level.

(4.30)

For a general third-order nonlinear transfer characteristic driven by a sinusoidal input, the bandpass
output is given by

(4.31)

A bandpass nonlinear circuit may be characterized by the power output at 1 dB gain compression, P1dB

as illustrated in Fig. 4.38.

Phase Distortion

Nonlinear circuits may also contain reactive elements that give rise to memory effects. It is usually
unnecessary to extract the entire Volterra representation of a nonlinear circuit with reactive elements if
a few assumptions can be made. For bandpass nonlinear circuits with memory effects of time duration
of the order of the period of the carrier waveform, a simple model is often used to describe the phase
deviation versus amplitude:

FIGURE 4.37 Bandpass nonlinear circuit.

FIGURE 4.38 Gain compression of a bandpass nonlinear circuit. A figure of merit P1dB is the output power at which
the gain has been reduced by 1 dB.
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(4.32)

Equation (4.32) represents the AM-PM distortion caused by short-term memory effects (i.e., small
capacitances and inductances in microwave circuits). The effects of AM-PM on an amplitude-modulated
signal is illustrated in Fig. 4.39.

For the case of input signals with small deviations of amplitude ∆A, the phase deviation may be
considered linear, with a proportionality constant kφ as seen in Fig. 4.39. For a sinusoidally modulated
input signal, an approximation for small modulation index FM signals may be utilized. One obtains the
following expression for the output signal:

(4.33)

where Jn is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind.3 Thus, like amplitude distortion, AM-PM
distortion creates sidebands at the harmonics of the modulating signal. Unlike amplitude distortion,
these sidebands are not limited to the first sideband. Thus, AM-PM distortion effects often dominate the
out-of-band interference beyond fc ± fm as seen in Fig. 4.40.

The FM modulation index kφ may be used as a figure of merit to assess the impact of AM-PM on
signal with small amplitude deviations. The relative level of the sidebands may be calculated from
Eq. (4.33). It must be noted that two sidebands nearest to the carrier may be masked from the AM
components of the signal, but the out-of-band components are readily identified.

Measurement of Gain Compression and Phase Deviation

For bandpass components where the input frequency is equal to the output frequency, such as amplifiers,
gain compression and phase deviation of a nonlinear circuit are readily measured with a network analyzer
in power sweep mode. Such a setup is shown in Fig. 4.41. P1dB is easily measured using delta markers by
placing the reference marker at the beginning of the sweep (i.e., where the DUT is not compressed), and
moving the measurement marker where ∆Mag(S21) = –1 dB. Sweeping at too high a rate may affect the

FIGURE 4.39 Effect of AM-PM distortion on a modulated signal. Input signal has AM component only. Output
signal has interrelated AM and FM components due to the AM-PM distortion of the circuit.
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readings. The sweep must be slow enough so that steady-state conditions exist in both the thermal case
and the DC bias network within the circuit. Sweeper retrace may also affect the first few points on the
trace. These points must be neglected when setting the reference marker.

The FM modulation index is often estimated by measuring the phase deviation at 1 dB gain compres-
sion ∆Φ(P1dB)

(4.34)

For circuits such as mixers, where the input frequency is not equal to the output frequency, gain
compression may be measured using the network analyzer with the measurement mode setup for
frequency translation. The operation in this mode is essentially that of a scalar network analyzer, and all
phase information is lost. AM-PM effects may be measured using a spectrum analyzer and fitting the
sideband levels to Eq. (4.33).

FIGURE 4.40 Output components of an amplitude-modulated signal distorted by AM-PM effects.

FIGURE 4.41 Setup used to measure gain compression and AM-PM.
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The gain compression and phase deviation of a GaAs power amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.42. P1dB for
this amplifier is approximately 23 dBm or 0.5 W. The phase deviation ∆Φ is not constant from low power
to P1dB. Nevertheless, as a figure of merit, the modulation index kφ may be calculated from Eq. (4.34) to
be 0.14°/V. Notice that for higher power levels, the amplifier is well into compression, and the phase
deviation occurs at a much higher slope than kφ would indicate.

Intermodulation Distortion

When more than one frequency component is present in a signal, the distortion from a nonlinear circuit
is manifested as intermodulation distortion (IMD).4 The IMD performance of microwave circuits is
important because it can create unwanted interference in adjacent channels. While bandpass filtering can
eliminate much of the effects of harmonic distortion, intermodulation distortion is difficult to filter out
because the IMD components may be very close to the carrier frequency. A common figure of merit is
two-tone intermodulation distortion.

Two-Tone Intermodulation Distortion

Consider a signal consisting of two sinusoids

(4.35)

Such a signal may be represented in a different fashion by invoking well-known trigonometric identities.

(4.36a)

where

(4.36b)

FIGURE 4.42 Measured gain compression and AM-PM of a 0.5 W 1960 MHz GaAs MESFET power amplifier IC
using an HP8753C Vector Network Analyzer in power sweep mode.
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Applying such a signal to a memoryless nonlinearity as defined in Eq. (4.24), one obtains the following
result:

(4.37)

Thus, it is seen that the IMD products near the input carrier frequency are simply the odd-order harmonic
distortion products of the modulating envelope. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.43.

Third Order Intercept Point

Referring to Fig. 4.44, note that the output signal varies at a 1:1 slope on a log-log scale with the input
signal, while the IMD products vary at a 3:1 slope. Though both the fundamental and the IMD products
saturate at some output power level, if one were to extrapolate the level of each and find the intercept
point, the corresponding output power level is called the third order intercept point (IP3). Thus, if the IP3

of a nonlinear circuit is known, the IMD level relative to the output signal level may be found from

FIGURE 4.43 Intermodulation distortion of a two-tone signal. The output bandpass signal contains the original
input signal as well as the harmonics of the envelope at the sum and difference frequencies.

FIGURE 4.44 Relationship between signal output power and intermodulation distortion product power levels.
Extrapolating the trends, a figure of merit called the third order intercept point (IP3) is obtained.
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(4.38)

It must be noted that 3rd order IMD is only dominant for low levels of distortion (<10 dB below P1dB).
At higher levels, 5th and higher order IMD effects can also produce sidebands at the 3rd order frequency.
The net result is that the relative IMD level will change at a rate greater than 2:1 compared to carrier
level. Care should be taken to avoid extrapolating IP3 from points where this may be occurring. Another
point of caution is AM-PM effects. In theory, the sidebands produced by phase modulation are in
quadrature with those produced by AM distortion, and thus should add directly to the IMD power.
However, the author’s experience has shown that these AM-PM products can be rotated in phase and
thus vector added to the AM sidebands. Since the FM sidebands are antiphase, one FM sideband adds
constructively to the AM sidebands, while the other adds destructively. The net effect is an imbalance in
the IMD levels from lower to higher sideband frequencies. Most specifications of IMD level will measure
the worst case of the two.

For a limiting amplifier, an often used rule of thumb may be derived that predicts a relationship
between P1dB and IP3.4

(4.39)

While this may not be rigorously relied upon for every situation, it is often accurate within ±2 dB for
small-signal amplifiers and class-A power amplifiers.

Dynamic Range

Because intermodulation distortion generally increases with increasing signal levels, IP3 may be used to
establish the dynamic range of a system. The signal level at which the IMD level meets the noise floor is
defined at the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR).5 This is illustrated in Fig. 4.45.

The SFDR of a system with gain G may be derived from IP3 and the noise figure NF

(4.40)

where k is Boltzman’s constant, Teq is the equivalent input noise temperature, and B is the bandwidth of
the system.

Intermodulation Distortion of Cascaded Components

The question often arises when two components are cascaded of what effect the driving stage IMD has
on the total IMD. This is shown in Fig. 4.46. To the degree that the IMD products produced by the nth

FIGURE 4.45 An illustration of spurious free dynamic range, which defines the range of signal levels where the
worst case signal-to-noise ratio is defined by the noise floor of the system, rather than the IMD level.
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stage are uncorrelated with those of the n + 1 stage, the output IMD may be calculated as the power
addition of 3rd order IMD levels (P3) with levels adjusted accordingly for gain.

(4.41)

Measurement of Intermodulation Distortion

IMD is normally measured with two-signal generators and a spectrum analyzer. Such a setup is shown
in Fig. 4.47. Care must be taken to isolate the signal generators, as IMD may result from one output
mixing with signal from the opposing generator. The carrier levels should be within 0.5 dB of each other
for accurate IMD measurements. Also, it is usually recommended that a power meter be used to get an
accurate reading of output power level from the DUT. Relative IMD level is measured by placing a
reference marker on one of the two carrier signals, and placing a delta marker at either sideband. Finally,
the input level must be maintained well below the input IP3 of the spectrum analyzer to insure error-
free reading of the DUT.

Multicarrier Intermodulation Distortion and Noise Power Ratio

While two-tone intermodulation distortion serves to compare the linearity of one component to another,
in many applications, a component will see more than two carriers in the normal operation of a microwave
system. Thus direct measurement of multitone IMD is often necessary to insure adequate carrier-to-
interference level within a communication system.

Peak-to-Average Ratio of Multicarrier Signals

The major difference between two-tone signals and multitone signals is the peak-to-average (pk/avg)
power ratio.6 From Eq. (4.35), it is clear that the average power of a two-tone signal is equal to the sum

FIGURE 4.46 Effect of cascaded IMD levels. The IMD from the first stage may be power added to those of the
second stage with levels adjusted for the gain of the stage.
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of powers from the individual carriers. However, from Eq. (4.36), one may derive that the peak envelope
power (PEP) is four times the level of the individual carriers. Thus, it is said that the pk/avg ratio of a
two-tone signal is a factor of 2, or 3 dB. From inductive reasoning, it is then clear that the pk/avg ratio
of an n-tone signal is

(4.42)

While the absolute peak of a multicarrier is dependent only on the number of carriers, the probability
distribution of the pk/avg ratio depends on the modulation. Figure 4.48 shows the difference between
16 phase-aligned tones, and 16 carriers with randomly modulated phases. In general, multiple modulated
signals encountered in communication systems will mimic the behavior of random phase modulated
sinusoids. Phase aligned sinusoids may be considered a worst case condition. As the number of carriers
increases, and if their phases are uncorrelated, the Central Limit Theorem predicts that the distribution
of pk/avg approaches that of white Gaussian random noise.7 The latter signal is treated in the next section.

Noise Power Ratio

For many systems, including those that process multicarrier signals, white Gaussian noise is a close
approximation for the real-world signals. This is a result of the Central Limit Theorem, which states that
the probability distribution of a sum of a large number of random variables will approach the Gaussian
distribution, regardless of the distributions of the individual signals.7 One metric that has been employed
to describe the IMD level one would expect in a dense multicarrier environment is the noise power ratio.
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.49.

Measurement of Multitone IMD and Noise Power Ratio

Thus it is clear that power ratings for components must be increased for peak power levels given by
Eq. (4.42). Furthermore, two-tone intermodulation distortion may not be indicative of IMD of multitone
signals. Measurement over various power levels is the only way to accurately predict multitone IMD.
Figure 4.50 illustrates a setup that may be used to measure multitone intermodulation.

The challenge in measuring NPR is creating the signal. It is clear that, to get an accurate indication of
IMD performance, the signal bandwidth must not exceed the bandwidth of the device under test.
Furthermore, to measure NPR, one must notch out the noise power over a bandwidth approximating
one channel BW. As an example, an NPR measurement on a component designed for North American
Digital Cellular System (IS-136) ideally would produce a 25-MHz wide noise source with one channel

FIGURE 4.47 Setup used to measure two-tone intermodulation distortion (IMD).
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of bandwidth equal to 30 kHz. The Q of a notch filter to produce such a signal would be in excess of
25,000. Practical measurements employ filters with Qs around 1000, and are able to achieve more than
50 dB of measurement range. Such a setup is shown in Fig. 4.51.

Distortion of Digitally Modulated Signals

While standard test signals such as a two-tone or band-limited Gaussian noise provide relative figures of
merit of the linearity of a nonlinear component, they cannot generally insure compliance with govern-
ment or industry system-compatibility standards. For this reason, methods have been developed to
measure and characterize the intermodulation distortion of the specific digitally modulated signals used
in various systems. Table 4.2 summarizes the modulation formats for North American digital cellular
telephone systems.8,9

FIGURE 4.48 Distribution of peak-to-average ratio of a phase-aligned 16 carrier signal and a random-phase 16
carrier signal. The y-axis shows the probability that the signal exceeds a power level above average on the x-axis.
While both signals ultimately have the same pk/avg ratio, their distributions are much different.

FIGURE 4.49 An illustration of noise power ratio. NPR is essentially a measure of the carrier-to-interference level
experienced by multiple carriers passing through a nonlinear component.
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Intermodulation Distortion of Digitally Modulated Signals

Amplitude and phase distortion affect digitally modulated signals the same way they affect analog
modulated signals: gain compression and phase deviation. This is readily seen in Fig. 4.52. Because both
amplitude and phase modulation are used to generate digitally modulated signals, they are often expressed

FIGURE 4.50 Measurement setup for multitone IMD. Tones are usually spaced equally, with the middle tone deleted
to allow measurement of the worst-case IMD.

FIGURE 4.51 Noise Power Ratio measurement setup. The rejection of the notch filter should be at least 10 dB
below the NPR level to avoid erroneous measurement.

TABLE 4.2 Modulation Formats for North American Digital Cellular Telephone Systems

Standard Multiple Access Mode Channel Power Output Modulation Channel Bandwidth

IS-1368 TDMA +28 dBm π/4-DQPSK 30 kHz
IS-959 CDMA +28 dBm OQPSK 1.23 MHz
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as a constellation plot, with the in-phase component I = Acosφ envelope plotted against the quadrature
component Q = Asinφ. The instantaneous power envelope is given by

(4.43)

When the envelope is clipped and/or phase rotated, the resulting IMD is referred to as spectral regrowth.
Figure 4.53 shows the effect of nonlinear distortion on a digitally modulated signal. The out-of-band
products may lie in adjacent channels, thus causing interference to other users of the system. For this
reason, the IMD of digitally modulated signals are often specified as adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR).10

FIGURE 4.52 Effect of amplitude and phase distortion on digitally modulated signals. (a) Shows a π/4 DQPSK
signal constellation, and its associated power envelope in (b). When such a signal is passed through a nonlinear
amplifier, the resulting envelope is clipped (d), and portions of the constellation are rotated (c).
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ACPR may be specified in a number of ways, depending on the system architecture. In general, ACPR
is given by

(4.44)

where Iadj is the total interference power in a specified adjacent channel bandwidth, Badj at a given
frequency offset fo from the carrier frequency, and Cch is the channel carrier power in the specified channel
bandwidth Bch. Note that the carrier channel bandwidth may be different from the interference channel
bandwidth because of regulations enforcing interference limits between different types of systems. Fur-
thermore, the interference level may be specified in more than one adjacent channel. In this case, the
specification is referred to as the alternate channel power ratio. Table 4.3 shows ACPR specifications for
various digital cellular standards.

In addition to the out-of-band interference due to the intermodulation distortion in-band interference
will also result from nonlinear distortion. The level of the in-band interference is difficult to measure
directly because it is superimposed on the channel spectrum. However, when the signal is demodulated,

FIGURE 4.53 Effect of nonlinear distortion on a digitally modulated signal. The lower power input signal to a
power amplifier has a frequency spectrum that is well contained within a specified channel bandwidth. IMD due to
nonlinear distortion creates out-of-band products that may fall within the adjacent channels, causing interference
to other users of the system.

TABLE 4.3 ACPR and EVM Specifications for Digital Cellular Subscriber Equipment

Standard ADJ. CH. PWR ALT. CH. PWR EVM

IS-136 –26 dBc/30 kHz @ ± 30 kHz –45 dBc/30 kHz @ ± 60 kHz 12.5%
IS-95 –42 dBc/30 kHz @ > ± 885 kHz –54 dBc/30 kHz @ > ± 1.98 MHz 23.7%
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errors in the output I-Q constellation occur at the sample points. This is shown in Fig. 4.54. Because the
demodulator must make a decision as to which symbol (i.e., which constellation point) was sent, the
resulting errors in the I-Q vectors may produce a false decision, and hence cause bit errors.

There are two methods to characterize the level I-Q vector error: error vector magnitude (EVM),
and a quality factor called the ρ-factor.11 Both EVM and ρ-factor provide an indication of signal
distortion, but they are calculated differently. EVM is the rms sum of vector errors divided by the
number of samples.

(4.45)

where the I-Q sample points at the nth sample windows are given by I(tn) and Q(tn), and the nth symbol
location point in-phase and quadrature components are given by SIn and SQn respectively.

Whereas EVM provides an indication of rms % error of the signal envelope at the sample points,
ρ-factor is related to the waveform quality of a sig al. It is related to EVM by 

(4.46)

FIGURE 4.54 Errors in the demodulated I-Q constellation may result from the in-band IMD products. The rms
summation of errors from the desired location (given by the × markers) give the error vector magnitude of the signal
distortion.
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Measurement of ACPR, EVM, and Rho-Factor

ACPR may be measured using a setup similar to those for measuring IMD. The major difference involves
generating the test signal. Test signals for digitally modulated signals must be synthesized according to
system standards using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), which generates I- and Q-baseband
envelopes. In the most basic form, these are high speed digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The files
used to generate the envelope waveforms may be created using commonly available mathematics software,
and are built in many commercially available AWGs. The I- and Q-baseband envelopes are fed to an RF
modulator to produce a modulated carrier at the proper center frequency.

In the case of CDMA standards, deviations between test setups can arise from different selections of
Walsh codes for the traffic channels. While a typical CDMA downlink (base station to mobile) signal has
a pk/avg of approximately 9.5 dB, it has been shown that some selections of Walsh codes can result in
peak-to-average ratios in excess of 13 dB.12 Measurement of EVM is usually done with a vector signal
analyzer (VSA). This instrument is essentially a receiver that is flexible enough to handle a variety of
frequencies and modulation formats. Specialized software is often included to directly measure EVM or
rho-factor for well-known standards used in microwave radio systems.

Summary

This section has treated characterization and measurement techniques for nonlinear microwave compo-
nents. Figures of merit were developed for such nonlinear effects as harmonic level, gain compression,
and intermodulation distortion. While these offer a basis for comparison of the linearity performance
between like components, direct measurement of adjacent channel power and error vector magnitude are
preferred for newer wireless systems. Measurement setups for the above parameters were suggested in each
section. For more advanced treatment, the reader is referred to the references at the end of this section.

FIGURE 4.55 Measurement setup for ACPR. Waveforms are created using PCs or specialized arbitrary waveform
generators. In either case, the baseband waveform must be upconverted to the center frequency of the DUT.
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FIGURE 4.56 Setup for measuring EVM. The VSA demodulates the I-Q waveform and calculates the deviation
from ideal to calculate EVM and ρ-factor as given in Eq. (4.45) and Eq. (4.46), respectively.
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